
[PRODUCT GUIDE]



We exist to inspire craft beer drinkers 
to become brewers by providing an easy 
to use kit with the best equipment and 

finest quality ingredients.



As a lover of craft beer, I have become increasingly 
obsessed with discovering new and interesting 

styles of beer. I first began brewing beer in college 
with my best friends and found the brewing kits on 
the market were either too expensive or made with 
poor quality ingredients and equipment. In my re-
lentless pursuit of learning about great beer I spent 
years studying ingredients, brewing methods and 
the tools needed for someone to be able to create 
the highest quality craft beer in their own kitchen. 
The culmination of all of those years of testing and 

refining led me to create the Craft A Brew recipes 
and brewing kits. I firmly believe that the top of the 
line equipment and finest quality fresh ingredients 
that go into every kit are second to none. In my 
pursuit of the perfect beer I have realized my true 
passion is to create the means for everyone to brew 
their perfect beer.

Founder & President
Craft A Brew



We pride ourselves on using only the freshest, 

high quality ingredients and the same funda-

mental processes that award winning home brewers 

and professional craft brewers use, at a price that 

is accessible to any craft beer enthusiast. We are 

consistently inspired by the ever-evolving Ameri-

can craft brewery landscape to formulate our own 

unique and complex recipes. Our hand-packed hops 

and grains are sourced from the same farmers and 

suppliers trusted by the American craft beer indus-

try. Our ingredients meet the strictest requirements 

set forth by the brewing industry and we’re proud to 

make them available to you. With our easy to follow, 

step-by-step instructions, brewing quality beer has 

never been so accessible.



A. Guide to Craft Brewing

B. Recipe Kit

C. Racking Cane

D. Rubber Stopper

E. Transfer Tubing

F. Tubing Clamp

G. Airlock

H. Thermometer

 I. Glass Carboy

J. Funnel
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ABV = Alcohol By Volume   IBU = Int’l Bitterness Units   SRM = Standard Reference Method (Color)
*All Brew Kits include chosen Recipe Kit. Additional Recipe Kits are sold separately.

AMERICAN PALE ALE
Exercise your right to brew! Our decidedly patriotic and popular American Pale 
Ale home beer brewing kit makes a crisp, hoppy and bitter pale ale with light malt 
flavors. Fans of Sierra Nevada Pale Ale will love our American Pale Ale recipe.

ABV                      IBU                      SRM

- Visit Craftabrew.com to see our expanding line of Craft A Brew products -

BONE DRY IRISH STOUT
This Bone Dry Irish Stout is a dark blend of roasted malts and mild English 
hops bringing forward flavors of coffee, chocolate and toffee. It has a medium 
mouth-feel with a jet black appearance and light toasty aromas.

ABV                      IBU                      SRM

BROWN ALE
This Brown Ale is dark and delicious with a roasted malt character that all beer 
lovers will enjoy. Lightly hopped with English Fuggle hops; this is a perfect 
beginner brew for those who are starting to appreciate darker beers.

ABV                      IBU                      SRM

- Visit Craftabrew.com to see our expanding line of Craft A Brew products -



GLUTEN FREE ALE
This Gluten Free Amber Ale brewing kit contains Sorghum Extract in place of 
Malt Extract and Dark Belgian Candi sugar for a unique flavor. The finished 
product is a smooth, slightly sweet Amber Ale reminiscent of a Belgian Dubbel. 

ABV                      IBU                      SRM

CHOCOLATE MILK STOUT
Moo-ve over light beers, this rich Chocolate Milk Stout uses raw cacao nibs 
and lactose sugar to achieve a smooth, semi-sweet, roasty chocolate flavor.

ABV                      IBU                      SRM

- Visit Craftabrew.com to see our expanding line of Craft A Brew products -

HEFEWEIZEN
This traditional Hefeweizen is unique and easy to drink. It has a silky smooth 
mouth feel with tastes of citrus, clove and banana. This Hefeweizen is a great 
beer to be enjoyed year round!

ABV                      IBU                      SRM

O.G. ORANGE GOLDEN
This Orange Golden ale is fresh with an infusion of sweet Belgian orange peel 
giving it a funky citrus flavor and aroma. Light on the hops yet big on taste this 
is one original brew that will leave you thirsty for more.

ABV                      IBU                      SRM

- Visit Craftabrew.com to see our expanding line of Craft A Brew products -



OKTOBERFEST ALE
This malty beer recipe is based on the traditional Oktoberfest style. It has 
a light red hue, subtle bitterness, caramel sweetness and a clean dry finish.

ABV                      IBU                      SRM

OAK AGED IPA
A take back to the traditional India Pale Ale style that is highly hopped giving 
the beer a fresh, bitter bite. The beer shows hints of oak giving it that barrel 
aged taste, much like the original English Pale Ales that were sent to India in 
hand crafted oak barrels during the 18th century.

ABV                      IBU                      SRM

- Visit Craftabrew.com to see our expanding line of Craft A Brew products -

WHITE HOUSE HONEY ALE
In 2011 word got out that President Obama bought his chefs home brewing 
supplies. After much speculation, the White House officially released their first 
beer recipe and we are bringing it to you! This beer is clean and smooth, fit for 
even the most discerning beer drinkers and diplomats alike.

ABV                      IBU                      SRM

FOR ORDERS, INQUIRIES, 
AND FULL PRODUCT LIST

OUR EVER-EXPANDING LINE OF PRODUCTS ARE CARRIED 
IN RETAILERS WORLD-WIDE. JOIN US IN CARRYING OUT 
OUR VISION IN OUTFITTING BEER ENTHUSIASTS WITH 

QUALITY TOOLS AND INGREDIENTS WE ARE PROUD OF.

visit
www.CRAFTABREW.com 

BECOME A CRAFT A BREW
RETAILER TODAY!



FOR WHOLESALE INQUIRES PLEASE EMAIL:
Wholesale@CraftABrew.com




